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Given an infinite-dimensional Banach space E, one may ask: Does E haoe (1) a 
properly separable quotient, (2) a dense non-Baire hyperplane? [Every closed hyper- 
plane in a Baire space is Baire.] The famous separable quotient problem (1) 
remains unsolved, and question (2) is question 13.1.1 of P. Perez Carreras and 
J. Bonet (“North-Holland Math. Stud.,” Vol. 131, North-Holland, Amsterdam, 
1987). In 1966 Wilansky-Klee conjectured the answer to (2) is always “no”; J. Arias 
de Reyna denied the conjecture (Math. Ann. 249, 1980, 11 l-114), proving the 
answer to (2) is “yes” whenever the answer to (1) is “yes,” under assumption of 
c-additivity (c-A), a condition weaker than Martin’s Axiom. M. Valdivia extended 
the result to E a Baire (2nd category in itself) topological vector space (CoNect. 
Math. 34, 1983, 287-296). In general, (2) is non-trivial only in case E is Baire with 
E’ # E*. An extension of Valdivia’s extension yields the complete answer for (2) in 
the general locally convex setting, afirming question 13.1.1 of Perez Carreras and 
Bonet (referenced above) in particular: A [nor necessarily] Hausdorff locally convex 
space E has a dense non-Baire hyperplane Ifand only ry [dim(E’) = m and] E’ # E*. 
Even for E non-locally convex, (dim(E’)= co and E’#E*) suffices, but is not 
necessary, whereas E’ # E* is obviously always necessary in order that E have a 
dense non-Baire hyperplane. Whether E’ # E* suffices in the Hausdorff non-locally 
convex case, and whether the assumption of c-A can be omitted, we do not know. 
Contrastingly, any infinite-dimensional E is the union of a sequence of hyperplanes, 
and if E is Baire, one of the hyperplanes must be dense and Baire; and every hyper- 
plane of E must be unordered Baire-like if E is. lc 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
We employ the standard usages of [2]. A topological vector space E is 
properly separable [4] if it is Hausdorff and contains a proper dense 
separable subspace. E is Bake if, whenever it is written as a countable 
union of closed subsets, one of the subsets must contain a non-empty 
open set. Let c denote the cardinality of the continuum. We will assume 
c-additioity of Lebesgue measure (c-A), by which it is understood that the 
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union of less than c subsets of R, each of measure 0, itself has measure 0. 
It is known that the Continuum Hypothesis * Martin’s Axiom *c-A, and 
the reverse implications fail, given the usual ZF-C axioms of set theory. 
(Cf. [16, Corollary 32G(c) and Theorem BlI].) Let o denote the Frechet 
product space of all scalar sequences. As in [7], a sequence space is a 
vector subspace of w which contains the canonical unit vectors and is 
endowed with a vector topology finer than that induced by w. Generally 
relevant are [S, l&13]. 
We note three elementary facts. 
LEMMA (cf. 1.2.11 of [ 31). Let e, and e, denote the canonical unit 
vectors in real Euclidean 2-space IQ!* with its usual inner product (., .) and 
corresponding norm (1 .I[. For each x # 0, let m(x) = Arccos((x, e,)/llxjl), the 
angle between the vectors x and e,. Suppose 0 < b < 1 and q is a positive 
integer. If Ilull, Ilull > q-l and (Iu- VII < bq-‘, then Im(u) -m(v)1 < 2b. 
OBSERVATION. Let E be a topological vector space. The following 
statements are equivalent. 
(a) E’ is infinite-dimensional. 
(b) There exists a biorthogonal sequence (xi, f.)i c Ex E’. 
(c) Some quotient of E is (isomorphic to) a sequence space. 
Proof (a)=(b): Standard. (b)*(c): The map T: E-+o defined by 
T(x)= (fi(x))i is continuous and linear. (c)a (a): Trivial. 1 
PROPOSITION. Let E be a dense subspace of a topological vector space F, 
with E’ # E*. If F has a dense non-Baire hyperplane, so does E. 
Proof If E is non-Baire, so is any dense subspace; we may assume, 
then, that E is Baire. Suppose H is a dense non-Baire hyperplane in F. We 
will show that Hn E is a dense non-Baire hyperplane in E. If H n E = E, 
then E is a dense Baire subspace of H, implying the contradiction that H 
is Baire. Thus H n E is a hyperplane of E. Suppose H n E is closed in E, 
Then H n E is Baire (cf. Theorem 5.1 of [ 14]), and hence so is H n En H. 
For ~EE\(H~E), x$HnE, and sp({x})+HnE is a closed sub- 
space of F which contains E, and therefore all of F, so that H n E is 
1-codimensional in F, as is, then, Hn En H in the dense H, implying 
that H is the topological direct sum of a Baire space and a complete 
l-dimensional space, so that H is also Baire, by 1.4.1 of [3], a contradic- 
tion. Thus H n E is dense in E, and also in H, and cannot be Baire, since 
H is not. 1 
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2. ABSTRACTING THE ARIAS DE REYNA/~ALDIVIA ARGUMENT 
Surely, when he wrote [l], Arias de Reyna knew that if a quotient of a 
topological vector space E has a dense non-Baire hyperplane , so does E, 
since quotients of Baire hyperplanes are Baire ([3, Corollary 1.2.81; cf. [9, 
Corollary 2.121). Thus, although he modestly stated his result for Banach 
spaces, as befitted his purpose of denying the Wilansky-Klee Conjecture, 
he essentially proved that if an arbitrary E has a properly separable 
metrizable quotient, then it has a dense non-Baire hyperplane. 
Valdivia [ 151 removed the requirement of metrizability. Eidelheit 
(cf. [6,7]) showed that every non-normable Frtchet space has a properly 
separable quotient. Thus, via the Proposition, if E has a non-normable 
locally convex metrizable quotient, then E has a dense non-Baire hyper- 
plane. But in the normable case, an explicit separability assumption would 
seem necessary still, since the separable quotient problem for Banach 
spaces remains unsolved, leaving open question 13.1.1 of [ 31: Does every 
infinite-dimensional Banach space have a dense non-Baire hyperplane? As we 
shall quickly see, the following Theorem 1 yields the Arias de 
Reyna/Valdivia result and, in the locally convex case, allows us to remove 
the separability requirement, positively answering question 13.1.1. We 
follow Arias de Reyna/Valdivia in assuming c-A; our argument abstracts 
theirs, with a distinct density proof. 
THEOREM 1. Assume c-A. If E is a topological vector space satisfying 
E’ # E* with a closed subspace N such that 
( 1) (F, T) = E/N has infinite dimension < c and 
(2) there exist sequences ( Ui)i and ( V,,k)k of balanced open 
Y-neighborhoods of 0 and sequences (w,,. k k ) c F [n = 1, 2, . ..] satisfying 
(a) n,U;={O) and Ui+,+Ui+,cUiforalli, 
(b) T/,,k+l+ Vn,k+l= Vn,k=U,for al/n, k and 
(cl LPI = Uk (w, k + Vn,k) is a dense (and open) subset of F\(O) for 
all n, 
then there is a dense non-Baire hyperplane H of E. 
Proof If we prove the theorem for the real scalar case, and E is a com- 
plex space with closed subspace N for which the hypotheses hold, then N 
is a closed subspace of the underlying real space E, fulfilling the hypotheses 
still, so the real version of the theorem yields a dense non-Baire hyperplane 
H, of E,. H = H, n i . H, is a dense hyperplane of E, necessarily non-Baire 
since it is dense in the non-Baire Hr. Furthermore, if E is non-Baire, then 
so is every dense subspace, yielding the result (E’ #E*). Without loss of 
generality, then, we assume E is real and Baire. 
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As the quotient of a Baire space, (F, Y) = E/N is also a (real) Baire 
space, and we only need find a dense non-Baire hyperplane G of F, for the 
unique hyperplane H of E such that H 3 N and H/N = G would, again, be 
non-Baire and dense in E. 
Since F is infinite-dimensional, it can be covered by a sequence of hyper- 
planes, and since it is Baire, one of the covering hyperplanes, say P, must 
be dense and Baire. Let B = ( yB : fi is an ordinal <a} be a Hamel basis for 
P, where the infinite cardinal a is the dimension of P, a d c. Let A be the 
balanced, convex hull of B, so that the barrel 2 n P in P must have an inte- 
rior point, and hence, by absolute convexity, must be a neighborhood of 0 
in P. Because P is dense in F, d = An P must be a neighborhood of 0 in 
F, so there is some z E F/P with 22 E A. 
Referring to (2)(c), we set L = n, L, and observe that F\L is of the first 
category in F. We will find a dense hyperplane G of F contained in F\L, 
hence of the first category in F, and therefore, by density, of the first 
category in itself, or non-Baire. To accomplish this, we carefully choose 
scalars a, with layI < 1 (y <a) and set G = sp( { y, + uYz: y < a}). 
Note that sp( { yp f 1 . z: y is an ordinal < 0) ) = sp( @I) = { 0) misses L by 
(2)(c). Zorn’s Lemma provides, with respect o set containment, a maxima1 
subspace M of F which misses L and is of the form M = sp( { y, + aYz: y < /3} )
for some ordinal /? < a, where Ia,\ < 1 for each y </I. Assume, for the 
moment, that /I # a. As a is a cardinal Q c, the set { y: y < /3} and the collec- 
tion 9 of its finite subsets both have strictly less than c members. Identify 
yB and z with e, and e,, respectively, and so identify their span X with the 
Euclidean plane Iw’. Thus, as in the lemma, m: X\(O) + [0, n] measures 
the angles vectors make with yg. Let h: M+ X-t X be the projection onto 
X along A4 and let 9 be the family of all subspaces of the form 
X+sP({Y,:Yq), where JE 9. Clearly, card(g) < c and 9 covers 
A4 + A’. For x E L n (M + X), x $ M, since A4 misses L, so h(x) # 0. Hence 
Ln (M+ X) is the union of the sets L,,,= L n D n (x: ~~h(x)~~ >q-’ 1, 
D ~9, q E fV. Fix D and q, and choose t arbitrarily with 0 <t < 1. By 
W(a), (Dn ui)i is a base of neighborhoods of 0 in D, since there can be 
only one Hausdorff vector topology for the finite-dimensional D. Again by 
finite-dimensionality, h( D is continuous, so there exists r > 1 such that 
Ilh(x)ll < tq-’ whenever XE D n U,- 1. Clearly, 
LD,, c L,nD n ix: IW)ll > q-l} 
=,Q, CDnh,,+ V,,,)n {x: IlW)ll >q-‘}I. 
If both x and y are in the kth union and, then l/h(x)ll, Ilh(y)II > q-l; 
27x-y) E D; and X-Y E Y., + K,k, 2(x- Y) E (Vr,k + Vr,k) + 
(Vr,k + Vl,k) = v,,- I + V&l, --., 2&-‘(x - y) E V&I + v,., c CT, + u, 
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c Ur-1, so that Ijh(x-y)ll <21pktq-‘. Now the lemma gives 
Im 0 h(x) - m 0 h( y)l < 22pkt. Thus m o/z(L~,~) is covered by a sequence of 
intervals whose union has measure not exceeding Ck 22-kt = 4t, and there- 
fore rn~h(L.~,~) has measure 0, since t was arbitrary. Invoking c-A, then, 
C = m 0 h(L n (M+ X)) has measure 0, and we can find an angle 8 with 
0<6<71/4 such that e$C and 7t-0$Cc. Next we set ap=tanO and 
u=yp+aBz so that O<ap<l and note that if xEM and b>O, then 
m 0 h(x + bu) = m(bu) = m(u) = t9 and m 0 h(x - bv) = m( -u) = rc - 8, yielding 
x f bu $ L. Thus, since M misses L, M + sp( { u}) does also, contradicting 
the maximality of M. Hence /I = cx and M c F\L is a hyperplane. 
We must show that M is dense, taking G = A4. For all t # 0, tz # A4, while 
22 E A implies a net { za} c A which converges to 22. Each z, is of the form 
z, = CyEJD 6,,, yy with 1, finite and C,,J, Ibo,yl 6 1. There is a subnet (zO,) 
such that the corresponding net {&,,, b g.,yayz} converges to some b,z in 
the compact set { bz: lb/ 6 1 }. Therefore, by continuity of addition, 
{C y EJfl, b,,,,( y, + a,z) > is a net in A4 which converges to 22 + bOz $ M, so 
A4 is a non-closed hyperplane and must be dense. 1 
3. APPLICATIONS 
Stated in greatest generality, Arias de Reyna’s result is that Theorem 1 
holds when (1) and (2) are replaced by (*) E/N is properly separable and 
metrizable. And Valdivia’s result replaces (*) with, simply, (**) E/N is 
properly separable. That is, 
THEOREM 2 (Valdivia). A topological uector space admits a dense non- 
Baire hyperplane if it admits a properly separable quotient, assuming c-A. 
Proof: We show that our Theorem 1 includes its predecessors. 
(I) Arias de Reyna’s (*) easily implies (1) and (2): every separable 
metric space has cardinality <c, and for (2), choose (x~)~ a dense sequence 
in F\ { 0}, choose (Vi), a countable base of balanced open neighborhoods 
ofOin Fwith U,,+l+U,,,l c U, and x,4 U,, and set W,,k=X,+k-i and 
v,,k= Unfk--l (n, k= 1, 2, . ..). 
(II) To obtain (1) and (2) from (**), Valdivia loses no generality in 
assuming that E itself is properly separable (“is a quotient of” is transitive). 
In a liberal interpretation, he then finds an N permitting the (sub)- 
metrizable arguments of (I): let (ti)i be a dense sequence in E\(O) with 
proper, infinite-dimensional span Y. By assumption, E is Hausdorff, and 
there easily exists a sequence (W,), of balanced open neighborhoods of 0 
such that, for all i, Wi+ , + W,, 1 c Wi, ti# Wi, and (n, Wi)n Y= (0). 
Thus N= ni Wi is a closed subspace of E with (x~)~= (ti+ N)i dense in the 
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infinite-dimensional (F, 5) = E/N, and ( Ui)i = ( Wi i N)i is a sequence of 
balanced F-open neighborhoods of 0 which are basic for a coarser 
metrizable topology on F under which (.x~)~ is still dense so that (1) holds; 
for (2), set w,,~=x,+~-~ and V,,k= Un+k-,, as in (I). 1 
The proof presented in [3] (cf. [S]) is lacking. The last paragraph of 
p. 17 makes demands of N insufficient to support its claim that E/N is 
infinite-dimensional. (In fact, there is nothing to prevent dim(E/N) = 1.) 
Appropriate and sufficient additional demands are easily found, however. 
The following paragraph, top of p. 18, appears less tractable: one must 
additionally demand that the dense sequence (x,),,~ in F be also linearly 
independent, since later it is determined that x,4 G, = sp( {x1, . . . . x,}), for 
j > n. But is it possible to find a dense and linearly independent sequence 
in F, given only that F is properly separable, submetrizable, and Baire? 
Partial answers in both directions can be given. [F is submetrizable if it 
dominates a metrizable space.] 
REMARK. If a separable Hausdorff topological vector space E contains an 
infinite-dimensional bounded set B, then E is properly separable and contains 
a dense and linearly independent sequence (z~)~. 
Proof. Let (x~)~ be a dense sequence in E. Inductively choose y, E B 
such that y,~sp({xj:1~i6n}u{yi:16i<n}), and set z,=x,+n-‘y, 
(n = 1, 2, . ..). Note that (z,),,>* has a proper dense separable span in E. i 
COROLLARY (cf. [ 3, Proposition 2.2.11). Every separable infinite-dimen- 
sional metrizable space is properly separable and has a dense and linearly 
independent sequence. 
EXAMPLE. Let E be an &-dimensional vector space and let Et be a 
a(E*, E)-dense subspace of E* with 0 <dim(E*/E+)< c. Give E any 
locally convex topology verifying E’ = Et. Then E is a submetrizable, 
properly separable locally convex space which contains no linearly independ- 
ent dense sequence. 
Proof: By a(E*, E)-density of E’ = Et, E is Hausdorff, and every 
Hausdorff &dimensional space is submetrizable and separable. E’ # E* 
implies a dense separable hyperplane, so E is properly separable. Let 
(x~)~ be an arbitrary linearly independent sequence in E, and let 
G={f~E*:(f(Xi))i~r~}. S. mce c = dim(l”) <dim(G) < dim(E*) = c, we 
have dim(G) = c, and the subspace G cannot be transverse to E’ = Et, so 
there exists f o G n E’\(O). Thus the polar of some positive multiple off is 
a closed set containing (x~)~ but not E, so (x,)~ is not dense in E. m 
We can ensure dense non-Baire hyperplanes without requiring 
separability. 
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THEOREM 3. If E is a topological vector space with E’ an infinite-dimen- 
sional, proper subspace of E*, then E admits a dense non-Baire hyperplane, 
assuming c-A. 
Proof To apply Theorem 1, note that E’ #E* is given, and the Obser- 
vation [(a) * (c)] yields a closed subspace N such that (E, Y) = E/N is 
(isomorphic to) a sequence space, so each unit vector e, and each coor- 
dinate functional f, are in F and F’, respectively (n = 1, 2, . ..). hypothesis 
(1) is obviously satisfied. For n = 1, 2, . . . . let M, = sp( (e,: i < n}), and let 
(W”,k)k> I be any enumeration of the countable set {C, <,, a,e,: each ai is 
rational and a,, # 0). [A complex scalar is rational if its real and imaginary 
parts are.] Note that (w,,Jk is dense in M,, for each n. For i = 1, 2, . . . . set 
Ui = {x E F: j&,(x)/ <2-’ for p < i}, so that (2)(a) is satisfied. For each n, 
inductively find E,,~ (k = 1, 2, ,,,) such that 
Thus w,,k# Vn,k= {xEEI If,(x)1 <&,,, for pdn} c u,, (n, k= 1, 2, . ..). so 
that (2)(b) holds, and 0 $ L, = Uk (w,,k + v,,k). Clearly, each L, is dense in 
M,+{x~Ff~(x)=Oforp6n}=F, and (2)(c) holds. 1 
We can now complete the locally convex picture. 
THEOREM 4. Assume c-A. A locally convex space E admits a dense non- 
Baire hyperplane tf and only if E’ is an infinite-dimensional, proper subspace 
of E*. 
Proof Part of the proof follows immediately from Theorem 3. For the 
rest: if E’ = E*, there are no dense hyperplanes; or, if E’ is tinite-dimen- 
sional, then E is the direct sum of a finite-dimensional Hausdorff subspace 
and one with the indiscrete topology and is Baire, and so is every subspace 
of E. 1 
THEOREM 5. Assume c-A. A Hausdorff locally convex space E admits a 
dense non-Baire hyperplane tf (and only if) E admits a dense hyperplane. 
Proof Here, E’ #E* 3 E’ is infinite-dimensional. 1 
Clearly, any of Theorems 3-5 positively answers question 13.1.1 of [3]: 
Every infinite-dimensional Banach space has a dense non-Baire hyperplane. 
Note that Theorem 4 fails in the non-locally convex case; i.e., the con- 
verse of Theorem 3 is false: take E= LP[O, I] with 0 < p < 1, so that the 
properly separable complete metrizable space E has a dense non-Baire 
hyperplane by Valdivia’s Theorem, and yet dim(E’) = 0. This example also 
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shows that Valdivia’s Theorem 2 may apply even when Theorems 3-5 do 
not. 
We do not know if Theorem 5 remains valid in the non-locally convex 
case, nor if we can dispense with c-A. 
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